Tesselate becomes official distributor of Finastra’s
Fusion Invest software for the Moroccan asset
management market
London, United Kingdom - Casablanca, Morocco – September 28, 2021 Tesselate Africa, a subsidiary of Tesselate Group, and Finastra, the largest pureplay software vendor that serves the entire financial services industry, today
announced their partnership. Tesselate Africa is now certified as a distributor of
Finastra’s Fusion Invest solution, bringing a comprehensive front-to-back
experience for asset managers to Morocco.

"With Finastra's global presence and proven technology, combined with
Tesselate's local expertise, this move enables asset managers to access our
agile, open and collaborative solution to streamline operations and boost
transparency.Fusion Invest accelerates investment processes seamlessly
with predictable deployment and world-class product support," said Younes
Guemouri, Senior Vice President and Managing Director Fusion Invest,
Finastra.
In today's uncertain market conditions, asset management firms must
balance the needs of their local clients with the requirements of international
regulations, increasing pressures on fees and the adoption of new
technologies. In Morocco, the focus has been on portfolio management and
risk management solutions that can both streamline a controlled investment
process and ensure transparency of risk and performance analysis."Through
this partnership and our Moroccan Centers of Excellence, Tesselate Africa
aims to contribute to strengthening Morocco's position as a dynamic financial
center in Africa and to consolidate its regional position as a financial hub,"
added Said Guida, Managing Partner of Tesselate Africa. “We are excited to
work with Finastra to bring its proven technology to the region in support of
our ambitions here.”
With Fusion Invest, asset managers can implement new portfolio strategies
seamlessly, at speed and with greater efficiency. Robust models monitor
portfolio and balance risk management throughout the investment decision
process.
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Tesselate has more than a decade of experience in consulting and managing
technology projects dedicated to the financial sector, with expertise in
corporate banking, risk management, capital markets and asset
management. It has deep experience in managing complex projects, helping
financial institutions to meet organizational and operational changes to
support business growth.
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